
INTRODUCTION TO 
YOUNG INNOVATORS 
Help today’s youth become 
tomorrow’s Climate Leaders!

A profoundly transformative educational 
programme that empowers your 12-18 year 
old students to understand today’s climate 
emergency while generating ideas for 
tomorrow’s sustainable future.

If you are reading this you are probably a teacher, or a 
different kind of educator, and:

You are worried about the need for sustainability and the 
detrimental consequences of climate change

You see opportunities for change and are curious for 
rethinking the current ways of living

You believe in the power of education and feel excited to 
make positive impact through working with young people

[Partners to enter their contact details]

Would you check all these 
circles?  Then you are ready 
for the Young Innovators 
programme



THE RESULTS 
 » Shift mindsets

You provide students with new mental models that activate 
their vision, creativity and emotional agility to better 
understand reality.

 » Foster leadership
We unlock the ability of young people to accept uncertainty and 
manage complexity - two defining qualities of wise leaders.

 » Connect and thrive
We help students become aware of the need for a collective 
effort. They experience ‘the power of many’ by doing teamwork, 
collaborating and engaging with a larger community, including 
real industry and government representatives.

THE YOUNG INNOVATORS 
COMMUNITY
 » Supporting you: We provide you with a complete 

set of resources to understand, engage and launch 
the programme in your school.

 » Supporting each other: You will be part of a global 
community to connect with like-minded peers, 
share learnings and much more!

YOUR ROLE
You will guide your students through a real-world 
climate challenge, coaching them to unleash their 
creativity and come up with innovative solutions. 

To help you engage your students with this learning 
journey, while saving you from spending too much time 
on preparing, we will provide you with the knowledge 
and all resources needed!

YOUR PROGRAMME IN A NUTSHELL

1. A (local) challenge is introduced into your classroom

2. You help your students explore the challenge 

3. You guide them in identifying opportunities for change

4. Students come up with solutions and share these with 
the world


